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POSSIBILITIES OF AFFORE8TING GRASS-
LAND SLOPES OF THE McDONALD FOREST

INTRODTXTION

Statsint of the Problem

One of the outstanding features of the vegetat
cover types in the Wtflantetta Valley foothills is the wide
occurrence of grassland areas intermingled among the stands
of coniferous forest. The grassland types are most fre-

quently found on the lower south slopes, but they occur
also on east and west slopes espeetally where they are in-
clined toward the south. Such areas present a problem in
land use, as they are often too steep for the grazing of
cattle, and yield a small return for such use. On tracts
under management for timber production they lie unused

for any purpose, and it would be very desirable to af-
forest them for timber production it possible. Many of

these aooailed "bald slopes" are found within the
boundaries of the McDonald Forest. 8everal atte 'S

have been made to establish coniferous plantations on
tbeii but, except in one intanoe, the took has either
failed to survive in satisfactory numbers, or, where
survival has been satisfactory, subsequent growth has
been slow.



The Willamatte Valley and the adjaosnt foothills of
the Coast Range lie w&tbin the Cedar.-Eemlook climax of

the Coast Forest (44, p.501). The main olimx species,
western hemlock (Tauga heterophylla (Rag.) Sarg.) and

western red oedar (Thu,laplioata B. Don.), however az's
not generally found here, for in their place are dense
atandi of Douglas fir (Pseu4osua taxifolia (Lamb.) Erit.)
which is a sub-olimax type. That the climax species have
not yet replaoed the Douglas fiz', may be due to the

2

The purpose of this study I to assemble all the
facts that might be responsible for the present oondi-
tiona of the grass slopes and to attempt an explanation
of the conditions on a few specific key areas within the
McDonald Forest, with the following points in mind:

1. To inquire into the reasons that originally
created and are now perpetuating the bald

8.

To assemble and discuss thO many ecological
factors possibly affecting the establish-
mont of coniferous reproduction.

To decide if posatbis if the most eff latent
use of these ba3As would be to afforest
them for timber production use or to take
steps to improve them for grazing use.
To suggest further inquiries that seem to
show promise of giving a more oo'lete
understanding of the problem.

General Dose L Sic



imited rainfall during the sunsr, the extensive fires
sat, or a combination of the two. These exten-

es are usuaUy attributed to the Indians, 'who
used in to maintain open areas for game (37, pp.89-90),

Pollen analysis of a sphagnum bog in the east foot-

hills of the Coast Range indloatea that the we8tern be
look has not been nearly so abundant as Douglas fir, at
any time, during that portion of the postglacial period
that is represented by the peat deposit. Th13 same study

also tends to support the theory that the persistence of
Douglas fir has been the result of extensive fires
recurring at brief intervals. There were a series of

sharp fluctuations in the occurrence of Douglas fir pollen
in the lower levels. Further support of the fire theory
is given by the finding of charred peat at four levels in
the peat profile (10, pp.206-2l2).

Without the aid of some catastrophic disturbance
to open the stand, western red cedar and the balsam firs
(Abjes grandie Lind,, A, aiaabilis (Doug.) Forbes,
A. nobilis Lind.) will eventually replace the shade in-p
tolerant Douglas fir, because these species are shade
tolerant and can reproduce under a forest cover. The

Douglas fir will be replaced in about five centuries
through normal succession (29, pp.4.51-459).

The stands of Douglas fir on the east foothills



of the Coast Range are interspersed with open SlOpes that
generally have a south aspect and support a grassland
cover or are dotted with oaks and other brush (32, p.14).
Wherever this coniferous forest borders on a graaalan
it is usually bounded by the Garry or' Oregon oak (Surcus
garryana Doug.) (33, p.183).

Munger (27, pp.3435) indicated in 1922 that these
bald south slopes, except possibly those having shallow
soil, were capable of growing Douglas fir. There are

other hillsides in the foothills carrying excellent stands
of Douglas fir, which from the evidenoe on the forest
floor, were fozer1y as bald as the neighboring grassy
slopes are now. Had it not been for the upsetting of
Nature 'a equilibrIum, most of the bald areas would be
forest covered.

As was pointed out above, wher'e the timber border's

a grassland slope there is usually a fringe of oak. This

oak border is quite characteristic of the situation an
it generally has a stand of Douglas fir' seedlings growing
under it. On many of these open areas there are

scattered single oaks or clumps with Douglas fir seed-
ings concentrated in their protective shade. Through

his protective influence of the shade, Douglas fir' is
gradually migrating into some of the bai4a.

The common wild rose (Rosa rubiinosa L.) is the



ent of the shrubs invading the gras
n density from a few OlUn8 per acre

as an estimated twenty per aent of oonplets coverage.
oi open grassland areas St. John's wort (Ryyerioum

59ratum L.) is quite common, as is bracken fern
(Pteridium auUinuin (L.) Kuhn.) which often forms a dense

ground cover. These are very undesirable from the stand.
point of forage value and for their effect upon the grass-
land vegetation (37, p.92).

Although Douglas fir reproduction is gradually en-
croaching into the bald areas in ny instances the
progress of natural afforestation is very slow.

HISTORY

Many 'writers seerii to be of the opinion that the

grassland slopes, wtb which this study is concerned,
are largely due to the Caiapooia Indians, who were in the
habit of annually burning the grass and trees in the
Willainette Valley and. the surrounding mountains (23, p.6)

(18, p.220), (28, p.328), (12, p.20), (37, p.89).
Willi 0. Morris (25, pp.315-316) relates bow

David Douglas, the noted Scottish botan1 t, was told by
the Indians that they burned parts of the valley each
year, forcing the deer to unburned areas whsz. forage
was available, and thereby providing better hunting.



articles of winter food.
mentioned traveling in t
finding little fodder for
panes of the burned area.

iesee Applegate in
states, that "the Indiana

in 1844". He also wrote,

the grass every season un

settled up and the whites

In the fall of 1826, Douglas

alloy for eight days and

horse due to the large ex-

"Recollections of My Boyhood",

were still burning the country
"the Indiana continued to burn

ii the country was somewhat

prevented them, but every fall
for a number of years we wore treated to the same grand

display of fireworks" (25, pp.316-317

prank]. in Longwood (20, p 22) in interviewing

several of the early settlers of Benton County, Oregon,

found that they oommented on the great amount of burned

timber, and especially the prevalence of single, tire-
scarred wolf trees standing on the foothills and the

almost oo'ft'lete absence of any timber in the valiey an

foothills when they arrived.

Most writers and historians are quick to point
out that the treeless eanae that met the first white
settlers in Benton County was the result of the annual
burning by the Calapooias, 4W. available evidence

indicates that this is a correct assution. But

6

The Indians also believed that the burning made it easier

to secure grasshoppers and wild honey, which aer ed as



perhaps they ar condemning the Indian too quickly. These

tires were used for the purpose of corralling game snimals
so they could be killed for food, also to reduce the huge
masses of vegetation so that enemy tribes could not sur-
pria. them so easily. SUU another purpose may have been

a Indians' preference for light annual fires instead of
occasional disastrous ones. The destructive tires did
not entirely stop with the øntng of the white man, in
tact there is strong evidence that several very destruo
tue tires were set after t white man had become well

distributed throughout the valley.
MoArdle (23, p.6) writes of the extensive stands

of Douglas fir on the foothills in the Willamette Valley
as evidence that the annual fires did. keep trees from
growing there. These stands are now (1930) sixty to
eighty years old. and are assumed to have originated about
the time that intensive settlement of the valley brought
an end to the setting of tires by the Indians.

Morris (25, p.317), quoting 8 A. Clark from

"Pioneer Days in Oregon History", points out that in
1852 the hills and prairies in Marion County had already
commenced to grow up with a young growth of fir and oak,

because the Calapootas were no longer there to burn the
countryside and keep it clean.

Munger (28, p.328) reasons that some of these areas



still not forested because the fires came too fre-
quently or covered too large areas for natural reseeding
to be effective, or were not followed soon enough by a

3d crop. This gave the other vegetation an advantage
the Douglas fir and the trees have not yet been able

uooeefi.tlly conete, except where given help by the
shade of oak.

RUIRBMEN FOR 3BFDLING ESTABLISBMENT

The preceding discussion has elaineA the pas
history of the south slopes It would seem desirable

to investigate the requirements of seedling establiskinnt
and causes of xaortality.

The first essential for reproduction on any ground
is that there be a source from which seed can be diasem.tn-
ated over the area. After considering the many destroyers
of seeds and seedlings, t becomes evident that a great
number of seed must fall in order to leave enough for
adsqut. seedling establishment. The ratio of seeds to
seedlings varies greatly because of the differences of
topography, soil, weather, ground cover, and animal
depredators. Where each or these conditions is favorable,
a dense stand of seedlings may result from a normal seed
crop, but if any one or two are unfavorable, there will
likely be few seedlings established. Isaac (14, p.497)



reports that in years of heavy seed orops, the bulk of
the seed falls at a distance of 100 to 200 feet from the
source but that as many as 8,000 sound seeds par acre
might be found at a distance or 900 feet.

Hofmann (13, p.13) indicates that, after the seed
has been scattered, it must fall onto a site that is
well'.aerated, has sufficient moisture and a favorable
temperature, in order for germination to proceed. Eyen

though conditions might be otherwise favorable for
germination, a lack of oxygen through poor aeration'
keep the seed dormant. Moisture is necessary to start
germination, but too much moisture will kill the young

sprout by the exclusion of oxygen. The seed will also
remain dormant if kept cool, in spite of having sufficient
moistur. and oxygen.

High surfaoe.sojj inperature is i'esponi ora
great many of the first year seedling losses. Its effect
will be discussed more fully in a later paragraph.

Thus, it can be seen, Douglas fir seed has its
best chance for germination and subsequent growth and

eatabliehnsnt on a site that is sufficiently near a seed
source, baa optimum moisture conditions, is wel1aerated,
and has favorable temperatures, Douglas fir seeds
germinate beet on a warm, mo±st, 11-drained, pure
mineral 80i1 or a mixture of the latter and humus
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(38, p.104). Soil moisture is regarded as the dom.tnant
factor in Douglas fir seedling establishment, and high
urfaca-soil temperatures as the zin destroyer of seed-

lings.
The following discussion of site factors will point

Out bow each is important to Douglas fir seedling estab..
lishment and also show how they affect each other.

SITE FACTORS

The character of a given site is the result of a
combination of all the conditions in the environment which
have an effect upon the vegetation. These various environ-

mental conditions are termed site factors. Due to the

extreme complexity of interaction, it is difficult to die-
cuss any one of them alone. Nevertheless, the following
is an attempt to discuss each site factor, in its own
right, as an important element in the Douglas fir's
terrific struggle to survive during its first season of
growth, the most critical period in the establishnrrtt of
a tree upon a bald slope.

Temperature (Surface-Soil)

Isaac (16, p.42) found surface-soil temperature to
be the most important link in the chain of environmental
factors governing Douglas fir seedling eatablshnt. In



his atudy in the upper Wind River VaLley near Carson,

ington, he found that high surface-soil te '.eratures caused
more first-year seedling losses than any other factor
studied.

High surface-soil temperatures on exposed alopea kill
young seedlings directly by causing heat lesions on their
sterna, This occurs on succulent seedlings that arc under
approziztely two months of age. The stem is literally
cooked and the cell structure broken at the surface of the
soil. When the surface-soil temperature was 1230 to 1250

the young succulent Douglas fir seedlings began to show the
first indications of heat lesions (17, pp.28-29)

bder similar conditions, Hotinann (13, p.5) found
that a surface-soil temperature of 144° F. killed the
oembium and oaueed girdling of the seedlings.
possible that this was an observation on sigh older
seedlings which therefore were more resistant to heat
injury.

Slope and exposure have a profound effect upon the

surface-soil temperature and thus on seedling survival.
A ooisax'ison, made by Isaac (17, p.29) of maximum surface-

soil te 'eratures during a 35-day period in the late
euaer of 1931 on the Wind River Valley floor with those on
the surrounding hills, all in full sunlight, shows these
significant differences: the valley floor temperatures
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averaged 143 the south exposure 1500 F., the east ex
posure 1470 F, and the northwest exposure 137° 1. The

higher soil temperatures on the south slopes mean higher
rates of evaporation, and lower sofl moisture conditions
in mtdauninez, than on other exposures or on the level
valley floor.

The above discussion of surface-soil teerature
helps to explain how it is possible for assland slopes
to remain without natural reproduction. even in the pre-
eerie. of a good seed source and under conditions of soil
and moisture that appear favorable, It also helps to
explain why it is that Douglas fir seedlings will beoozn.s
established in the shade of the occasional oak tree grow-
rig on south slopes, where they axe afforded some protec-

tion from the extreme seventies of the site.

il Moisture

Water is of major inportance in the physiologic
processes of plants. The water in th8 BQU is continuous
with that in the plant, end as the shoot is continuously
losing water to the atmosphere the water is in a constant
tWward movement. This study is little concerned with the
course of water through the plant, but the intake and
loss mean a great deal, because these processes are strong-
ly affected by the environment (6, p.85).



The annual precipitation in the Douglas fir region
erally high, in eoiarison with other coniferous
regions, but the annual rein! ail is not well

distributed throughout the growing season.
At Corvallis, the mean annual preotpitatlon is

42.30 inches, with about 95 per cent of the total
occurring during the spring, fall, and winter months.
The months of June, July, and August are then usually dry.
The total rainfall in the foothills regions is somewhat
greater, but the pattern of summer drought is neverthelea
the same (4, p.1434).

This suaaer drought characteristic of the climate
gives greet inportanoe to soil moisture as a factor in
seedling establishment, for the seedling must depend
upon the moisture stored in the soil profile at the
beginning of the growing season. Douglas fir is found
distributed on all sites throughout the region but its
successful establishment and growth are controlled by
moisture (13, p.6).

Isaac (16, p.42) found aol]. moisture content to be
one of the moat important environmental factors governing
seedling establishln6nt. Ie placed it second only to
aurl'aoe-aoj]. teerature. That these two factors should
be rated so closely to each other seems to be fully
expected, for the same conditions whIch make one critical



also cause the other to be critical., Where there

long period in the summer of cloudless and rainless days,
often with low atmospheric humidity, the rate of evapora
tion and the intensity of insolation have a profound
efteot upon both the surface-soil temperature and the
amount of soil moisture. These factors seam to 1e

especially operative upon the south gre eland slopes.
The wilting point of the current year seedlings was

fixed by determining the soil moisture content at which
permanent wilting took place. It was found to be rather
variable, from five to twelve per cent; but the average
occurred at a moisture content that wa approximately ten

per cent of the oven-dry weight of the sot]. (17, p.35).
Isaac (16, p.24) (1.7, pp.35.ii.37) made intensive

studies at wind River to determine the a.aona1 trends
of soil moisture and the water content of soils at yarious
depths under three types or cover, The cover types were

open burn, brush, and virgin timber. Their exposures

were south, east, and west, respectively. Weekly soil

moisture determinations were taken at the three, six and
twelve-inch depths on the three study areas. A aitmmF4ion

of the axrents for the study shows that at the three-
inoh depth there was the moat soil moisture under the
timber, the least in the open; that at the six-inch depth
it was approximately the same on all areas; and that at

14



the twelve-inch depth the highest moisture content was
shown in the open. The trend throughout the year was that
the soil moisture content decreased from early summer
until the advent of autui rains. At no time during the
tour seasons did the measurements show a moisture content

below the critical point, except at the three-inch depth.
This was on both the open burn and on brush covered areas,

indicating the lower evaporation in the shade of the
timber.

Because oX the minimum moisture of the surface-soil

just shown, the seedling's ability to extend its root
system is vital to its suoseesful establishment. Usually

there is sufficient moisture to permit germination under
practically an.y type of cover, but if the seedling's roots
have not extended into the lower moist regions before the

urtaoe soil is parched, it will succumb.
Observations showed that root penetration of Douglas

fir seedlings during the first year ranged froii three to
twelve inches, with the greatest majority of the feeder
roots in the zone from two to seven inches. This, then,
is the soil zone that is critical to seedling survival
(28, p.29).

it can be seen from the data shown above that
Douglas fir seedling, given normal root development, will
generally reach down into the more moist lower soil
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levels and thus be able to survive the summer drought

period. But, if anything should interfere with this root
development and so retard it that it does not reach the
lower levels, the seedling will be lost. It would,

therefore, seem reasonable to asswr that the root
ooinpetition offered the eeedlinga by the dense gras
od upon a bald south slope could be a retardant of root

development. A soil texture that is too heavy or soil
that is too coaot may also have a siznilar effect upon
root development.

Light

Douglas fir is classified as one of the most shade-
intolerant trees of the Pacific Northwest, This light
demanding characteristic of the Douglas fir is a disad-
vantage to the tree in retaining its position in the forest,
for the more shade-tolerant species will replace it.

It has been observed in the field that establishment
of Douglas fir seedlings is not successful either under
complete exposure to the sun or under heavy shade of

competing vegetation. It has also been observed that
establishing of seedlings is not successful under a cover
of more than 60 per cent in density, but once they have
become established the young stock can survive under a

much heavier cover (17, p.59). Also it was shown that
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reproduot ton has little or no chance of suoceasful surviv-
al in anything less than twenty per cent of full overhead
sunlight at mid-day. The seedlings thrive best at about
fifty per cent of full sunshine (17, p.68).

Working in the MoDonald Forest, sprague and Hansen

(37, p.95) found that on the south slopes the Douglas fir
seedlings were heavily concentrated on areas where an
over-story of oak existed, if there was a seed source
near by, On open areas the seedlings were concentrated

on the northeast side of the oaks. These olus of re-
production are well defined with none or only an oocasjonal
seedling outside the areas covered by the shadow cast by
the oak tree riuring the hottest part of the afternoon.
This indicates that the partial shade cast by the oaks
or other species prevents desiccation and to responsible
for the establishment of Douglas fir seedlings.

$imilar observations were nade in the southwest by

arson (31, pp.249-260), who found that Douglas fir, white
and Inglemenn spruce thrived in the shade of aspen

and eventually overtopped it. The situation here was

that on a large. burn a great portion had grown up to
quaking aspen (Fou1u. trentuloidea Jliohx), while the
other portion had remained bare. On the areas not
occupied by aspen or oak brush, which occasionally took
the place of aspen, coniferous reproduction was usually



deficient. It was believed that the whole question re
solved Itself into one of moisture. Moisture, evapora-

tion, relative humidity, and wind move nt were measured

in the openings and in the shade of the aspen. The

results clearly showed that the cover of the aspen
created oondit ions more favorable to the establishment of
Douglas fir than were found in the open. Although Pear-

son's work was conducted far distant from the locale of
this study, it may well bear some significance for the
bald south slopes of the V!&llamette Valley, since the
problems of the two areas are quite similar.

MoCullooh (24, pp.484.485) found the shade

bracken tern to be generally favorable to Douglas fir
seedling eatablishxnt upon sites with a severe southern
exposure. lie found that the tern protected the surface
of the ground from excessive evaporation. Be also noted

that the fern has an underground rhizome several inches
below the soil. surface and therefore Is not in direct
competition with the young seedling when it Is first
establishing Itself

That light or moderate shade appears to favor both
the germination and survival of Douglas fir seedlings is
moat likely due to the reduction of evaporation from the
surface of the soil. Other benefits are that it retarde
transpiration from the leaves of young seedlings and also
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that it reduces the surface-soil teierature (19, p.605
(22,p.4013) (34,p.47)

Bksreve (36, p.97) ha. the effect of shade summed
quite well with this idea. "The shade is no more favor-

able to germination of the seeds of perennials, but it is
aore favorable for the plants during the very critical rain-
less periods in their early life, The effect of shade in
merely prolonging the favorable conditions, and

reciprocally shortening the duration of the adverse ones,
is in itself of great i4portanoe to the seedlings."

Soils

Douglas fir is, generally, not fastidious in its
choice of soil, for under favorable conditions it adapts
itself to a wide variety of soil conditions (1, p.43).
It makes its beet growth on fairly deep, well-watered
soils, where there is at least forty inches of rainfall a
year and where the growing season is long. Its preference
is for a fine loamy soil (26, p.6).

Soil texture is of importance because it materially
influences three basic factors in forest growth; soil
moisture, soil aeration, and soil nutrients. The ability of
soil to retain water depends upon the amomt of fine mineral
and organic soil material present. The more of these

components, the greater is the soil moisture content,
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other conditions be the soil pores are
tilled with either water or air an increase in the tine
soil material, and consequently In soi3. moisture, leads
to a decrease in soil aeration, unless oonipenaated for by
good structure. Then, too, the tine particles are the
chief source of easily soluble substances which serve the
tree as nutrients (47, p.90). Gessel and Lloyd (8, pp.
4O5.4lO) in their study of northwestern Washington soils

found that the Douglas fir site index increased with the
change in texture from ooaras to light to medium.

Depth of the entire soil mass is important in the
growth of a forest becaue of its bearing on the total
amount of water stored in the soil and that available for
plant growth. In addition, the depth and physical
character of the various horizons determine to a large
extent the growth of tree roots (1, p. 91). It is not
always the absolute depth of a soil that Is important but
rather the effective depth or the depth to a relatively
impervious layer such as a haxdpan, or to a high water-
table. Soil depth is of especial importance In the
Douglas fir region because the tress must, for the moe
part, depend upon moisture stored in the soil profile at
the beginning of the growing season.

Tarrant (39, pp.716-720) was not able to find a
statistically significant relation between site class and
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Iralues that were obtained from oer'tain laboratory determina-
tions of soil reaction and fertility. This lel him to con-

lude that the nutrient content of forest soils or the
Douglas fir region appears to be too high to constitute a
limiting factor in tree growth. Hill, Arnat, and Bond
(11, pp.835.841) attempted to show a correlation of site
index with known differences in soil fertility for cult I-
vated crops, but they, too were not successful in this.

Soil reaction or pH value seems to have little
direct effeot upon forest growth, but its indirect effect
is a much different situation. gxoeaaiye aoidtt
forest soils may be harmful because of the effect
soil organisms which break down organic matter, releasing

mineral nutrients, and making available nitrogen for
higher plants. At the same ti a soil reaction that is
just about neutral is not good it provides optimum

conditions for the development of damping-off fungi and

other soil organisms that are injurious to seedlings
(42, pp.97-.98)

Douglas fir appears to favor a slightly acid re-
action for seedling establishment, However, Isaac

(17, p.49) did observe that at times when the soil
the Wind River Nursery happens to be neutral, the seed-
lings seem to rnake as good growth as when it 1$ slightly
acid.



On a cool, moist site, that has generally favor-
able growing conditions, Douglas fir can adapt itself to
soils that are heavy textured or quite ooiaot; but on a
south slope that is hotter and drier, it is necessary that
these soil conditions be near optimum as oo .ensation for
the adveri1y of the site.

Jitt

.as fir
l3ut

seed of Douglas fir can germinate in almost any situation,
provided there is sufficient moisture, although survival
is limited to those seedlings whose roots quickly ooze
into contact with moist mineral soil. On some areas there

is such a mat of litter formed that it prevents the seed-
ling's roots from x'eaohing mineral soil.

A study (41, pp.2829) on the McDonald Fore

demonstrated that the mulching effect of a layer of oak
leaves was very beneficial in th establishment of

Douglas fir seedlings. The plot that was established in
the oak leaf mulch was on a southeast slope and would

have bad a high surface-soil temperature as well as low
soil moisture content, but the blanketing of the leaves

mpered these effects. This result is shown by the way
which reproduction I.e entering the area.

22

d germinates best on minera soil
Munger (26, p.11) points out, the



Working with Douglas fir in the Southwest, Xrauoh

(19, p.605) found that litter was benefiOlal because it
had the effect of hiding some of the seed from rodents.
Also, once seedlings were established, they had a ten-
dency to survive better on unfavorable sites when mulch-

ed by a thin layer Or leaves.

Slops

lope is an important site factor to consider, not
for its direct affect upon tree growth, but for the pro-
found effect it has upon other site cbaraotei'istios.
Munger (26, p.6) indicates that if the soil is of the
right character and depth, Douglas fir appears to do as
well, and possibly better, on slopes, than on level
ground. One of its greatest effects is its influence
twon soil moisture because or the control it has over run-
off and drainage (42, p.158).

Then, too, as the angle of slope increases the
depth of the soil decreases, the steeper slopes being
subjected more to erosion and landslides. It is only on
the moderate (up to 200) slopes and on the nearly level
ground that a considerable depth of soil can aoouuiulate
and. undergo the characteristic changes of soil develop-

isant (42, p.158
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Aspect or exposure is the direction in which the
ground slopes. The influence of exposure in causing a
differentiation of site is due to a group of differences
among environmental conditions, rather than the overpower-

ing weight of just one condition. As the variations in
teuerature are largely responsible for the diffeeiioes in
insolation, soil temperature, and evaporation, it would
appear likely that almost all diversity of conditions
must be related to a difference in the angle of incidence
of the sun's rays (35, p.128) (42, pp.159-i61).

In a study to determine the influence of exposure
on te!*erature, evaporation, and soil moisture, Isaac
(16, pp.28.-29) compared groups of measurements which were

taken on south, east, and west exposures and on a level
site. These measurements were made during a short period

from August 4 through September 8, 1931. The only con-

sistent relationship that he was able to find among these
environmental factors and exposure was, that air and aur-
face-soil temperature and evaporation were higher and
soil moisture lower on the south exposure than on the
other exposures. Generally, the data indicated that the
south aspect was much the severest of the group, and that
the east and west exposures and the level differed but
very little in severity.
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has been noticed that wherever a ravine or spring

keeps the south elope moist, the north slope speotes are

fomd. This, then, would jndicate that syaporation is one
of the chief factors in the establishint of seedlings.
Both slopes reoeivs about the same amount of precipita-

tion but the south slopes dry out because of the increased
evaporation while the north and protected slopes remain

moist (13, p.9),
It has been shown that a south ooaure is much

the severest aspect for the establishment of Douglas fir
seedlings, due to the greater insolation, evaporation of
soil moisture, end surtaoe'soi3. temperatures.

Top o

A study was made by- Tarrant (40, pp.723-724) at

the Voight Creek Experimental Forest near Orting, Wash-

ington, to determine the relationship between topography

and Douglas fir sits quality. The topography was classi-

fied as convex or concave. Convex included relief

situations such as ridges, hilltops, and upper slopes.
The primary effect of convex topography on the site was
to impoverish the soil of fine material and humus
through erosion and to remove soluble salts and moisture

through drainage. Concave topography- included sItuations

of relief such as lower elopes, valleys, and basins.



The predominating effect of concave topography on the

was to build soil by deposition of fine soil, material,
soluble salts, end moisture from higher ly ands.

There was a significant difference found between
the site indices for conoava and convex topography. No

specific reaao f or this difference ws isolated in the
study, as the explanation is confounded among variations
in soil, moisture, nutrient supply, aeration, temperature,
and other factors, But, the fact is still apparent that
for the 8011 types involved in Tarrant's study the site
quality t or the areas of concave topography was signifi'
cantly higher than for the areas of convex topography.

Air temperatures are important to consider because
of their indirect effects upon the survival of seedlings.

air temperatures contribute to the already severe
drought conditions present upon the bald slopes, through
increased evaporation and transpiration. Killing by sub-
freezing temperatures is not a coznon occurrence in the
Douglas fir region, except upon south slopes. A southern

exposure is inclined to warm up earlier in the spring
than other exposures, thus causing seeds to germinate
and young shoots to begin growing sooner and thereby

risking injury from a late spring frost. On the other
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hand, damage by frost heaving is often very extenstYs in
the region (13, p.5), and is more serious in plantations
than in natural reproduction (1, p.272).

Rodents and Birds

The seed of Douglas fir Is a favorite food of
birds, mice, ohipmunks, ectuirrels, and shrews. Each of

these destroys enormous amounts annually. The rodents

and. birds together oonsume almost all of the seed in years
of light or medium orcps; apparently a surplus is left for
germination only when there is a heavy crop (17, p.23).

Mice also are responsible for a large amount of
seedling iw,.rtaltty in some instances, by teeciing on the
ootyledoiie and stems for several weeks after germination.
On one ares studied by Munger, mice had eaten the tops
of newly germinated seedlings to the extent of a Ices of

95 per cent (ZS, p.330).
Birds and rodents find the open grasslands and

brushy areas a much more hospitable habitat than the

heavy forest and therefore build up their populations in
the openings. This would give some reason to believe

that the older non-forested areas become progressively
more difficult to afforeat. With the numerous birds

and rodents to consume the seed there is little doubt
that there would be few seeds left to germinate exoep



of a bwrq,er crop.

one way rodents may have a beneficial effect on
seed germination, by way of their habit of burying seed

the soil and then failing to retrieve same. Such

lies are usually placed where the seed baa a good chance

to germinate (17, p.23).
Birds have been spoken of here as seed eaters; but

besides the few that actually eat seeds there are many
others whose main food supply consists of ineota. This

makes them beneficial in a Douglas fir stand, as some of
these insects are injurious to the trees. Also, there
are birds of prey that consume small rodents that are
destroyers of tree seed.

Deer

As a general rule the numbers of deer are too
mal1 to pose a real threat to Douglas fir seedlings.

It is true that there are 8Oi isolated areas where the
deer are overpopulated and are responsible for consider-
able browsing damage. The bucks are sometimes

responsible for the death of small saplings through re-
moval of the bark in their practice of rubbing the
velvet from their horns. Under ordinary circumstances,

however, deer do not present a serious threat to
Douglas fir reproduction.



Znteract 1011

In discussing the various site factors concerned
the establishment and survival of Douglas fir seed-
, two points beoom. apparent. The first is, that

the young Douglas fir has a terz'tf to struggle for
ones and the second is, that the many factors that
influence Douglas fir reproduct ion are interrelated in

extremely oolex manner.
8o of the principal causes of "infant mor

or seedling loss of Douglas 1'ir are heat injury to the
stein (sun scald), drought, rodents, coietition of other
vegetation, and frost heaving.

It may be possible to establish the limiting factor
for one particular site, but in genera]. it is necessary to
consIder all factors, In trying to decide upon the one
factor, it ii also essential that the significance of the
others is not lost.

is the author's opinion that almost all oases
of deficient sesdling establishment may be traced, direct-
ly or indirectly, to surface-soil temperature or soil
moisture relations Not only are most o the other site
characteristics related to these, but surface-soil
temperature and aol]. moisture are also related to eaah
other, High surface-soil temperature decreases soil



by increasing evaporation and a high soil moisture
tends to have a moderating effect upon surface-

omperature.

Although light is a necessity of life for seedlings,
h can be detrimental, For when insolation is too
it has the affect of heating the surtacesoil and

inoreaing evaporation.
Texture and depth of soil are important since they

are determinants of soil moisture A soil that is too
heavy may contain a large quantity of moIsture which is
unavailable to the seedling f or use; whereas a coarse
textured soil probably would be unable to retain sufficient
moisture. Then, too, a soil that is too shallow would not
hays a great moisture holding capacity.

A mulch cover could have a considerable effect

irov1ng the moisture relations on a site, as well as
protecting the surface soil from attaining an injurious
te .erat ure.

Because of its oontrol upon insolation, slope
exerts an influence upon surface-soil temperature and
evaporation rates. 3bps also has a control over run-off
and drainage which are two determinants of moisture supply.

The direction of elope influences the quality of a
site, for it was show that air and surfecs*eoil tempera-
tures and evaporation were higher and soil moisture lower



on a south eosure as compared to an east or at ex
posure or a level site.

t was shown that Douglas fir site indices were
significantly higher on concave topography than on oon-
vex. This is likely the result of the convex topography
intensifying the lack of soil moisture through Increased
evaporation and higher aurfaoe-soi1 temperatures because
of greater Insolation of the ground.

Air temperature Is important because of its in-
flusnos on surface-soIl temperature, evaporation, and
transpiration.

The preceding has been an atte.t to discuss meny
of the various site factors from the standpoint of their
influence, directly or indirectly, upon surface-soil
temperature and/or soil moisture. This is to show some-
thing of the extreme complex nature of the relationships.

8unaar

attempt has been made to assemble all the facts
which are pertinent to the establishment and survival of
Douglas fir seedlings in general. This thesis is concern-
ed with the posaibilitls8 of afforestatlon of the present
grass and brush covered slopes, which might be attempted
by either seeding, naturally or artificially, or by
planting. The factors appearing to have the greatest



significance with respect to affozestation by seeding end
planting are suamarized below.

Seeding

1. Righ aurfaoeusoi.3. teirnerature is one of the

most important causes of mortality of young
succulent aee&Unga.

3eoause of the summer drought, aol]. moisture

is of great importance to germination and
seedling establishment alike.
Excesaiys insolation creates unfavorable
conditions for seed germination and seedling
establishment by raising aurfaoesoil
teneraturee and evaporation rates.
Soils that are shallow, heavy textured, or
ooact present unfavorable conditions to a
seedling by limiting soil moisture, soil
aeration, and root penetration.
itter not only has the effect of reducing
ha adversity of high insolation rates and

hiding some seed from rodents, but it also
prevents some of the seed from ever reaohing
mineral soil.
The greatest effect of slope is through its
influence upon surface temperature, evapora-

ion, runoff, drainage, end soil development



A South aspect presents the moat rigi
conditions for aftoreatation.
As concave topography generally has a

higher Douglua fir site index than convex
topography, it will otter better conditions
for afforeatatiozj.
Bigh air teieratures cause surfaceaoil
teiiperature and evaporation to increase.

10. Douglas fir seeds ar a favorite food of
ny rodents and birds which destroy

enormous amounts emivally.

Pla

numbers 2,

ing, but I
cons idarat

The conditions mentioned above under

and 9 are also true for plant-
be following points also deserve

, 4, 6, 7, 8
addition,

on.

As planting stock has
they are not as 8ubJe
seedling

Planting unde

stems have

h heavy shade of co

ardaned,

younger

vegetation is generally not successful,
The mulching effect of litter is favorable
to a planted seedling.
Frost heaving is often extensive in plantations.
In soms areas deer and rodents are responsible
for a great amont of browsing damage to seedIi.



STIQATIONS OF SPEC UIC BALD ABEAS

In the first part of this thesis an atteit has been
made to inquire into the reasons that originally created
and are now perpetuating the bald slopes and to review all
the factors significant to the establishment and survival
of Douglas fir reproduction on sites or a comparable

ur. This next phase consists or x&rnining a few repre-
sentative bald 310pe3 within the McDonald Forest, and

attempting to determine the speciflo factors which have
limited the establishment of Douglas fir, and which would

be of significance in artificial afforestation.
The McDonald Forest is located in thaasterroot-

hills of the Willamette Valley. The soils of these foot-
hills are largely of the residual type, that have been
formed by weathering of consolidated rock materials, which

consist mainly of igneous and sedimentary types. The

igneous rooks are of low quartz content, and consist
largely of basalt Weathering of the igneous rocks forms

soils of the Aiken and Olympic series. The sedimentary

rocks are generally of grayish-brown sandstone or shale
and give rise to the soils of the Sites, 1clbourne and
Oarlton series (4, p.1441).

Jackson Place

The Jackson ?laoe oomprises a tract of about 360

34



acres of mixed wood)ad and grassland situated at the
southern end of the McDonald Porest. Xt includes nearly
the entire east halt of Seotion 16 and a 120 acre strip
along the southwest side of Section 15, Township 11 South,
Range 5 West.

The tract is bisected in an aastwest direction by
Jackson Creek, which drains most of the area. Therefore,
the hillsides are generally sloped in a northern or sou
em direction towards the creek bottom
grassland slope to the south, which directs the runoff in

the opposite direction of Jackson Creek. The elevation in
the northwest portion is about 950 felt above sea level at
the highest point, ranging down to about 450 feet in the
creek bottom, giving a total difference in relief of about
500 teat.

The major portion of the tract inteina an open
grassland cover, although there are two timbered areas of
about eighty acres end forty aores, respectively The

eighty acre stand 000upies a triangular shaped area on
the north slope, south of Jackson Creek. The Dot

varies in size from about five inches to twenty
inches in diameter, The underatory is of xnadrone, bigleaf
maple, and Pacific dogwood. The ground cover is of
sword fern, poison oak, and ocean spray. The fortyir.aor

stand, which is located in the sL1 of the NE of Section

except for a large
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16, consists of Oregon white oak overtopped by Douglas

ranging up to U inches in diameter.
There ae three main grassland areas in

he south field, the north field, and the northwest field,
vhtoh shall be called Areas A, B, and C, respectively, as
mapped in 'igure 1. The cover in these fields in mainly
of grass and weeds with scattered rose, poison oek end

patches of bracken fern. Occasional patches of oak trees
are found on the area accoupaujed by the usual reproduc-
tion of Douglas fir on the northeast side where protection
is provided from the beat of the early afternoon sun,
Generally, where a timbered area borders on a graaslénd
area there is a fringe of oak, usually with Douglas fir
seedlings under it,

The soils of the area are in general of the
Olyizpio series but Wapato clay is found in the creek
bottom. On the timbered slope just to the south of the
creek the soil very closely resembles the Aiken series.
The soils are relatively deep (four rest and deeper), and
are generally well drained (46).

In Area A tile elopes vary from about

twenty per cent, with a few as high as forty per cent.
Bedrock is found at a. depth of about two feet in the
southwest part of this area, The soil texture is eo-
what heavier than usual in the southwest and southeast
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corners. This field differs from the other grass areas
in that the characteristic oak fringe is not present and
the oak olune are very scarce. Part of this field is
out of range of an abmdant seed supply, but the parts
that are near to a seed source are also deficient in
seedlings, There is a patch of reproduotion in the
nortboentral portion of the area where the top of the
ridge grades off to a northerly aspect, probably indicat-
ing the favorable influence of a cooler, and moister
site. Most of the trees show browsing damage to a height
of four feet, probably by deer, as their population
seems to be heavy here. Some of the damage nay be due

to cattle as domestic stock is sometimes grazed here.
Evidence of rodents, such as burrows and diggings, in-
dicates a heavy population

cover, being quite heavy1 i
for seedling establishment.

these anima3e. The sod

ikely a limiting factor
ar the top of the ridge

is a large bracken fern patch which extends out from
the reproduction area previously mentioned. This ma

have been instrumental in helping to establish the

reproduction on the northern slope, but has not helped

on the more severe southern slope thus tar. There ar

a very few established seedlings scattered over the

exposed sites but they are characterized by poor color
and poor vigor.

30
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With the exception of the above mentioned looa

tiona, the eztrsx southeast and southwest, the soils

of Area A would seem favorable to Douglas Dir establish-
ment. Therefore, the factors most likely re8ponaible
for deficient seedling establishment are the grass sod

, high surface-soil te erature, end low soil
moisture. The grass cover not only competes with the
seedling for the available moisture but also for ep
for root development, The awnr soil moisture is re-
duced to the oritioal point by high surface-soil
teueratursa and the consequent high rate of evaporation.
The high surface-soil temperatures are also responsible
perhaps for directly killing the stenia of young seed-
lings at the soil surface, If an atte.t to afforest
this area, either by planting or seeding, is to be
aucoesaful, some provision should be made to protec
young aedling from the &Lreo ala çf the sun and from
lack of moisture. Planting would probably have the

greater chance for survival as the older seedlings are
3.ess susceptible to sun scald and have deeper root
systems.

The north field or area B is the largest of the
three grassland areas and is generally of a southern
exposure with the slope ranging from almost level to
about twenty per cent. The central portion has a heav



grass cover with scattered rose bushes; a great part of
the bordex' has the characteristic oak fringe with a few
oak olwnpa in the open, both with their underatory of
Douglas fir seedlings. Near the northeast corner of
this opening is a dense stand of reproduction up to
about fifteen years in age. The cover is the same under
the reproduction as it i in the open; grass, bracken
fern, and rose, the latter forming about twenty per cent
of the cover. The seed source is to the north of the
area, with the apparently older seedlings nearest to the
sotzrc

ea B is t nvarae4 b
Oak, maple, and Dougi

gesting that the additiona;
volved. Browsing daige is not

40

watercourse a.

entire area is grazed. There is a great deal of
evidence showing that the rodent population is consider-
able, The heavy textured, poorly drained soils of the
Jackson Greek bottornlands are included in this area,
which present poor conditions for Douglas fir establish-
rnent.

The abundance of rodents very seemingly has a
controlling influence upon the seed supply over the
area. But, here again, the lack of moisture seems to
be one of the prime factors tn holding out Douglas fir.

seed in along them, sug-
tire the factor in-

apparent even though the
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This is shown by the abundant seedlings beconing estab.
lished along the watercourses and tn the shade of the
oak, where moisture is more plentiful, The reproduc-

tion becoming established in the northeast part appears
to be aided by the protecting influence of bracken tern
and rose. Where the soils are favorable, planting with
adequate protection against desiccation will undoubtedly
give the best results.

The northwest field or Area C is an example of
e characteristic oak fringe between the timber and

grass and also of the occasional oak olue with the
Douglas Lir in their shade. There is a slight ridge
across the clearing in outhwest-northeast direction
without a sign of Douglas fir reproduction on the crest
or on the convex south side, but there are some seed-
lings on the concave south aide, suggesting the superior-
ity of concave topography for establis1wnt of
reproduction.

Because of the convex topography, complete drain-

age, and high surface soil temperatures at the crest
of the ridge, soil moistur. conditions should be
Sxtrensly adverse for natural reproduction in this
portion of the area. To obtain satisfactory survival
of planted stock it would be necessary to alleviate
the natural conditions prevailing by providing natural
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or ieal cover to shade the planted stock.

Oak Creek

The Oak Creek area, as mapped in Figure 2, is a bald
of about thirty acres Just southeast of the School of
Forestry sawmill in the Donald Forest. It lies in the
W or the SW* of Section 17, T. U 8,, R 5 along the
Oak Creek road, about onehalf mile from e south
bomdary or the forest. The creek flows along the west
side of the area. The relief variea from almost level
along the creek to a maxisnuza slope of twentytive per
cent away from the creek. The majority of the slopes are
about fifteen to twenty per Øent with a southwest aspeot.

The aol). of the level portion along the creek is
Wapato silty clay loam which has a moderately compact

clay subsoil at a depth of eight to twelve inches.
These soils are poorly drained. On the tper slopes
the soils are of the Olympic series and are rather
shallow, some places being as shallow as eight inohee.
Rook outcrops occur frequently.

The grass cover varies in densIty front moderate
to heavy. Wild roes is found scattered over the area,
but bracken torn, which Is usually abundant on balds,
is quite sparse Where the bald is bordered by
Douglas fir timber, the characteristic oak fringe is
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present; also thor. are oak trees scattered over the
bald. The lower slopes, near the creek, have some alder
growing on therxi,

The location was planted to Douglas fir in the
ly spring or 1949 and again in 1950, but both p1

inga were failures. A very few seedlings have survived

tiera they received aozae shade, but they lack vigor
and have poor color.

This bald appears dttfarent from the others men-

toned in this study in that Douglas fir seedlings are
few even in the shade of the oak, It was noticed from
casual observations that there seemed to be no differ-
enoes between the sites where Douglas fir was growing
and where it was not. When soil. borings ware made, it

was observed that the Douglas fir has not become estab-
lished whore the sot]. was shallow (to about twelve

inches deep) but only on the deeper soils. This would

indicate that even with the shade of the oak for protec-
tion, Douglas fir seedlings do not become established
ipon shallow soils.

Many of the seedlings that have grown on this
looation have been browsed, probably by rodents and
deer alike. Evidence of a large rodent population is
provided by the abundance of burrows and diggings,

Many deer have been observed grazing in this field.



believed that afforestat ion will be extreme-
ly difficult on this site due to the shallowness of the
soil. Douglas fir will probably never do too well on

this bald except in the places where the soil is deepest,
even if it were started with some sort of protective
cover to shade the plants and conserve the soil moisture.

I

This area is a grassy irregular shaped tract of
about sixty acres that lies along the South Ridge road
in the McDonald Forest. The unit extends in a northwest-
southeast direction in the SE of Section 8 and in the
NE and NW* of Sections 16 and 17, respectively, as
mapped in Figure 3. The total relief is 475 feet rising
from 1050 test along the road to a zziu of 1523. test
in Section 8. Slope ranges from twenty to forty per
cent with the average being about thirty per cent. The

aspect is generally south varying from aoutheast to
southwest with the latter being the most prevalent.

The soils, which are of the Olyio series, are

generally tour to five feet deep although there are
exceptions to this found in the rock outcrops and
extremely rocky surface areas iiwiied.iatsly north or the
quarry and above the road in the southeast part of the
unIt. Soil texture is somewhat heavy for satisfactory
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development of seedlings since it is silty clay loam.
The drainage of the rocky areas is excessive (46),

Ponderosa pine was planted over this entire bald
in 1944 in an attempt at afforeatation, but the results
have not boon good. The survival i about twenty to
fifty per oent With the average at about thirty-five
per cent. The present survivors lack vigor and show
poor color, as well as evidence of heavy browsing.

The grass cover is generally of moderate density
and becomes very thin in some places, thus allowing
erosion to oocur, Bracken fern, growing mostly in
patches is found soattei'ed through the area, but it is
non-existent or extremely stunted in the portions of
the tract whore rocky outcrop is evident. Rose is
generally scattered over the area as are several oak
e1uae, also the characteristic oak fringe is present.

Douglas fir seedlings appear growing very profuse-
ly in the protective shade of the oak and to eons ex-
tent in the shade provided by the rose. The favorable
influence provided by the shade of the oak 18 well-
illustrated, in the rocky area Just above the road in
the southeast part, by a lone oak with a groat number of
Dougla8 fir seedlings growing In the shade pattern. On

the portion iiwiiedlately to the south of the road where
the topography is of a concave nature, the Douglas fir
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seedlings are tigrating onto the site and establishing
the*aelves quite well.

The tact that the ponderosa pine, which is consider
ed to do well on warm dry sites, hss been a failure in-
dicatse the severity of the site. On the other hand, the
natural seeding of the Douglas fir in the shade of the
oak shows that the site can evidently grow trees and that
it has an adequate seed source. See&ttnga have only be

come established whure they receive some protection from

intense sunlight, thus indicating that there 1r3 0.

favorable influence from the shade This influence
probably due to an increased moisture supply through

ducad evaporation rates, although seedling mortality
froa sun scald would also be reduoed.

It the area were to be seeded auooeastuUy, it
would be necessary to protect the young seedlings from
atm eoall and excessive evaporaticn of soil moisture,
by providing shade. Ilenting would also necessitate a
provision for supplying shade to reduce the evaporation
of soil moistur

Ponderona P1n 1lazLa1iQns

The ponderoas. pine race study plots were eatab-
lished in a bald that consisted of about forty acres
La the N1 of the of Section 36, T. 10 5., R. 5



MoDonald Forest, This area is mapped in Figure 4.
The area has a southeast exposure with slopes that

range from about ten to thirty per cent. From a

description and a photograph which appear in a thesis
written in 1933, it is clear that this bald was typical
of the ones that we see today. It supported a grassland
cover with scattered Garry oaks, poison oak, and a few
Douglas fir sOedlings (7, pp.12-14).

The soils of the area belong to the Aiken series
and are generally deeper than four feet. The texture of
the surface soil is a silty clay to a silty clay loam.
The soils are triable and wel1drained.

There were seedlings from eight different seed
sources planted in April, 1928, and then in February,
1930 two more groups were added, There was a great 1os
during the first year among the original eight groups
due to the depredations of ground squirrels. An eradica-

tion program was set up, with the help of the Biological
Survey, to control the rodents so that the two later
groups were little effected (7, p. 16

The pine of the two groups that were planted at
the later date and ny of those that survived from the
first planting are now growing good and appear quite
thrifty. Under these trees there is a heavy mat of
pine needles which excludes almost all other vegetation.
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On the parts that had not been planted and places where

he mortality was great, the vegetation is largely of
as, weeds, and brush. The scattered oaks and the

oak fringe is present as are the oharaoteristio Douglas

fir seedlings, also in the southernmost portion of this
area the ])ouglaa fir is migrating into the bald.

From the past history of the plantings, the fact
that rodent control pla'ed an important part in their
success is evident, Origin of stock is likely very
important as there is an apparent difference in behavior

of the trees from the various sources (30, p.7). The

soils of this area, being of the Alken series, are 00:
sidered very productive and well adapted for timber
growth.

RZCOMMBNDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

This thesis has been designed only as a prel(fi'iTaz'y
investigation of the problem concerning the grassland
slopes. It is hoped that the field observations and the
review of literature will contribute something to the
solution of this landuse problem. To gain a more

complete understanding of the situation, further investi-

gationa would seem to be in order as described below.

1. Determination of surface-soil te.eraturee
throughout th. growing season, both in



eosed conditions and in the shade of the
oak xy indicate the effect of this factor
on seedling survival.

Deteriajnatjon of the wilting coefficient Of
seedlings on the various soils encountered
on the balde, and oonarisona with the
minimwu sol). molstire levels encountered in

the exposed sites and in the shade of the
oak. A useful teolmique for this may be to
use Bouyoucos (3, pp.104"107) plaster of
arie absorption blocks at the 3, 6, end 9

inch soil depths.
study of the root development of Douglas

ir seedlings through the first growing
season. Title would be of use for indioat.
in.g the significance of the competition
from greases and shrubs on survival.
A study of the survival of seedlings and
planting stock with respect to soil depth

ig)it aid in distinguishing between
pOssible forest and non.itorest sites.
Determination of the adequacy of marginal

seed courses, by means of seed trap
instaUatians, would indicate it there
was ample seed available for afforestatiq
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in the balds.
Comparison of various planting methods with

respect to suviva1 such as:
The use of aon type of barrier to
provide the seedling with shade.
Scalping of the grass surrounding
the seedling to eliminate root
competition, combined with mulobing

with leaves or sawdust to conserve
soil isture.

(a) Improvement of soil structure b
addition of organic matter a
sawdust or leaf mold or b
application of the new chemical

"kriliiun".
Trials of artiftelal spot seeding in conjunc-
tion with variou.s treatments designed to

conserve ecil moisture, auch as scalping the
ground cover, and spot preparations of the
soil similar to those suggested in 6, above.
An investigation of the rodent populations
to determine the species of rodents and
their activities would give an indication
as to the extent of seed consumption and
browsing damage caused by them. The



igation ay also s
00 the rodents.
Studies of the browsing habits of dear, and
their exclusion from plantations by fencing
would be helpful in evaluating destruction
from this source.

10. Trials to establish preliminary open planta-
tions of drought resistant hardwoods such as
black locust, or Russian olive to serve as a
nurse crop for subsequent interplanting of
oonl$eroua species.
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